NEW ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY’S HOLDINGS
TWO WEEK PERIOD ENDING September 21, 2008

Lindner, Evelin, 1954-

Seagraves, David.


Aikman, David, 1944-

Jackson, Brad.

Wolgamott, Rick Allen.

Samms, Daniel Christopher.


Percival, Bronson.  
Electronic book  
DS525.9.C5 P47 2007eb

China's ethnic minorities / written by Xing Li ... [et al.] ; translated by Wang Qin, Ouyang Weiping. , 1st ed.  
Main Stacks  
DS730 .Z478715 2003

Brave Bird, Mary.  
Main Stacks  
E99.D1 C833 1991

Mera, H. P. (Harry Percival), 1875-1951.  
Pueblo designs : 176 illustrations of the "rain bird" / Drawings by Tom Lea.  
Main Stacks  

Gonzalez, Nathan, 1979-  
Engaging Iran [electronic resource] : the rise of a Middle East powerhouse and America's strategic choice / Nathan Gonzalez.  
Electronic book  
E183.8.I4 G56 2007eb

Rabil, Robert G.  
Syria, the United States, and the war on terror in the Middle East [electronic resource] / Robert G. Rabil ; foreword by Walid Phares.  
Electronic book  
E183.8.S95 R33 2006eb

Electronic book  
E184.A1 E573 2007eb

Bartis, Peter.  
Folklife and fieldwork : a layman's introduction to field techniques. , Rev. and expanded 1990.  
Main Stacks  
GR45.5 .B37 1990

Electronic book  
GV351 .N48 2006eb


Hanson, Jarice.  
24/7 [electronic resource] : how cell phones and the Internet change the way we live, work, and play / Jarice Hanson.  
Electronic book  
HE9713.H365 2007eb

Hood, John M. (John McDonald), 1966-.  
Selling the dream [electronic resource] : why advertising is good business / John Hood.  
Electronic book  
HF5821.H637 2005eb

Hafer, R. W. (Rik W.)  
Electronic book  
HG4551.H23 2007eb

Zhang, Sheldon.  
Smuggling and trafficking in human beings [electronic resource] : all roads lead to America / Sheldon X. Zhang.  
Electronic book  
HQ281.Z53 2007eb

Family in the new millennium [electronic resource] : world voices supporting the "natural" clan / edited by A. Scott Loveless and Thomas B. Holman.  
Electronic book  
HQ519.F37 2007eb

Contemporary youth culture [electronic resource] : an international encyclopedia / edited by Shirley Steinberg, Priya Parmar, and Birgit Richard ; Christine Quail, assistant editor.  
Electronic book  
HQ796.C8154 2006eb

Electronic book  
HQ1161.IS8 2005eb

Electronic book  
HV875.P796 2005eb

Fisher, Gary L.  
Electronic book
Snow, Robert L.  
Electronic book  
HV8079.S48 S48 2006eb

Gerber, Rudolph J. (Rudolph Joseph), 1938-  
Top ten death penalty myths [electronic resource] : the politics of crime control / Rudolph J. Gerber and John M. Johnson ; foreword by Helen Prejean.  
Electronic book  
HV8699.U5 G47 2007eb

Stack, Richard A.  
Electronic book  
HV8699.U5 S48 2006eb

Electronic book  
HV9104 .E59 2007eb

Finley, Laura L.  
Juvenile justice [electronic resource] / Laura L. Finley.  
Electronic book  
HV9104 .F53 2007eb

Electronic book  
JC596.2.U5 E53 2007eb

Raskin, Marcus G.  
Four freedoms under siege [electronic resource] : the clear and present danger from our national security state / Marcus Raskin and Robert Spero ; foreword by Barbara Ehrenreich.  
Electronic book  
JC599.U5 R27 2007eb

Byler, Charles A.  
Electronic book  
JK330 .B95 2006eb

Vanden, Harry E.  
Politics of Latin America : the power game / Harry E. Vanden, Gary Prevost.
Main Stacks
JL960 .V36 2002

Electronic book
JQ1852.A91 M63 2005eb

Main Stacks
K331 .A95 1996

Klosek, Jacqueline, 1972-
Electronic book
K3263 .K56 2007eb

Acker, James R., 1951-
Electronic book
KF224.S34 A25 2008eb

Mackenzie, Margaret A., 1951-
Courting the media [electronic resource] : public relations for the accused and the accuser / Margaret A. Mackenzie.
Electronic book
KF390.5.P8 M33 2007eb

Lively, Donald E., 1947-
Contemporary Supreme Court cases [electronic resource] : landmark decisions since Roe v. Wade / Donald E. Lively and Russell L. Weaver.
Electronic book
KF4550.Z9 L58 2006eb

Electronic book
KF4748 .E53 2006eb

Baude, Patrick.
Electronic book
KF5130 .B38 2007eb


Robertson, Lori.
Comparison of a christian and a state institution of higher education [electronic resource] : the relationship between religiosity and academic dishonesty among athletes / Lori Robertson.
Web Resource
LC2580.6 .R67 2008

Thomas, Charles Nolan.
Web Resource
LC4705 .T46 2008

Blacking, John.
Music, culture, & experience : selected papers of John Blacking / edited and with an introduction by Reginald Byron ; with a foreward by Bruno Nettl.
Main Stacks
ML60 .B63 1995

Baines, Anthony.
Oxford companion to musical instruments / written and edited by Anthony Baines.
Main Stacks
ML102.I5 B34 1992

Lau, Frederick.
Music in China : experiencing music, expressing culture / Frederick Lau.
AV Collection - Audio Compact Discs
ML336 .L28 2008

Neuman, Daniel M., 1944-
Main Stacks
ML338 .N44 1990

Pesch, Ludwig.
Illustrated companion to South Indian classical music / Ludwig Pesch.
Main Stacks
ML338 .P423 1999

Farhat, Hormoz.
Dastgâh concept in Persian music / Hormoz Farhat.
Main Stacks
ML344 .F32 1990
Stokes, Martin. 
Arabesk debate: music and musicians in modern Turkey / Martin Stokes. 
Main Stacks 
ML345.T8 S8 1992

Barz, Gregory F., 1960- 
Music in East Africa: experiencing music, expressing culture / Gregory Barz. 
AV Collection - Audio Compact Discs 
ML350 .B37 2004

Erlmann, Veit. 
Main Stacks 
ML350 .E77 1991

Zárate, Dora P. de (Dora Pérez) 
Sobre nuestra música típica / Dora P. de Zárate., 1. ed. 
Main Stacks 
ML484 .Z37 1996

Baines, Anthony. 
Woodwind instruments and their history / Anthony Baines; with a foreword by Sir Adrian Boult. 
Main Stacks 
ML931 .B3 1991

Jeffery, Peter, 1953- 
Re-envisioning past musical cultures: ethnomusicology in the study of Gregorian chant / Peter Jeffery. 
Main Stacks 
ML3082 .J34 1992

Qureshi, Regula. 
Sufi music of India and Pakistan: sound, context, and meaning in Qawwali / Regula Burckhardt Qureshi., University of Chicago Press ed. 
Main Stacks 
ML3197 .Q74 1995

Main Stacks 
ML3479 .C37 1998

McGowan, Chris, 1956- 
Brazilian sound: samba, bossa nova, and the popular music of Brazil / Chris McGowan and Ricardo Pessanha. 
Main Stacks 
ML3487 .B7 M4 1991
Manuel, Peter Lamarche.
Cassette culture: popular music and technology in north India / Peter Manuel.
Main Stacks
ML3502.14 M36 1993

Keil, Charles.
Urban blues / Charles Keil.
Main Stacks
ML3521 .K44 1991

Bakan, Michael B.
World music: traditions and transformations / Michael B. Bakan.
New Book Collection
ML3545 .B24 2007

Hart, Mickey.
Songcatchers: in search of the world's music / Mickey Hart with K.M. Kostyal.
Main Stacks
ML3545 .H25 2003

Diamond, Beverley, 1948-
Native American music in eastern North America: experiencing music, expressing culture / Beverley Diamond.
AV Collection - Audio Compact Discs
ML3550 .D53 2008

Densmore, Frances, 1867-1957.
Teton Sioux music and culture / by Frances Densmore.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, [1992]
Main Stacks
ML3557 .D376 1992

Diamond, Beverley, 1948-
Main Stacks
ML3557 .D5 1994

Turino, Thomas.
Music in the Andes: experiencing music, expressing culture / Thomas Turino.
AV Collection - Audio Compact Discs
ML3575.A475 T87 2008

Turino, Thomas.
Moving away from silence: music of the Peruvian Altiplano and the experience of urban migration / Thomas Turino.
Main Stacks
ML3575.P4 T87 1993

Czekanowska, Anna.
Polish folk music: Slavonic heritage, Polish tradition, contemporary trends / Anna Czekanowska.
Main Stacks
ML3677.C9 1990

Jones, Stephen, 1953 Sept. 23-
Folk music of China: living instrumental traditions / Stephen Jones.
Main Stacks
ML3746.J66 1995

Coplan, David B. (David Bellin)
In the time of cannibals: the word music of South Africa's Basotho migrants / David B. Coplan.
Main Stacks
ML3760.C66 1994

Erlmann, Veit.
Nightsong: performance, power, and practice in South Africa / Veit Erlmann; with an introduction by Joseph Shabalala.
Main Stacks
ML3760.E76 1996

Moyle, Richard M.
Traditional Samoan music / Richard Moyle.
Main Stacks
ML3775.S35 M7 1988

Jewish music: its historical development / Abraham Z. Idelsohn; with a new introduction by Arbie Orenstein.
Main Stacks
ML3776.I3 1992

Miller, Terry E.
World music: a global journey / Terry E. Miller and Andrew Shahriari.
Main Stacks
ML3798.M53 2006

Stone, Ruth M.
Theory for ethnomusicology / Ruth M. Stone.
New Book Collection
ML3798.S76 2008

Wade, Bonnie C.
Thinking musically: experiencing music, expressing culture / Bonnie C. Wade.

Rowell, Lewis Eugene, 1933-

Dadge, David.

Fandy, Mamoun, 1961-


Booker, M. Keith.

Huff, Richard M.

Mayshark, Jesse Fox.

Booker, M. Keith.
Mast, Stephanie. 
Quantitative study measuring the effects of "restricted" film content on a biblical worldview [electronic resource] / Stephanie Mast.
Web Resource
PN1995.5 .M37 2008

McEnteer, James, 1945-
Electronic book
PN1995.9.D6 M38 2006eb

Mayer, Geoff.
Electronic book
PN1995.9.F54 M39 2007eb

Aleiss, Angela.
Electronic book
PN1995.9.I48 A44 2005eb

Humphries-Brooks, Stephenson.
Electronic book
PN1995.9.J4 H86 2006eb

Levi, Ross D., 1967-
Electronic book

Leonard, David J.
Electronic book
PN1995.9.N4 L46 2006eb

McCreadie, Marsha, 1943-
Women screenwriters today [electronic resource] : their lives and words / Marsha McCreadie.
Electronic book
PN1998.2 .M425 2006eb
Gandolfo, Anita. 
Electronic book
PS374.C48 G36 2007eb

Cronin, Doreen. 
Dooby dooby moo / by Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin. , 1st ed. 
Curriculum Library - Juvenile Fiction
PZ7.C88135 Doo 2006

Leather, Sue. 
Dirty money / Sue Leather. 
Curriculum Library - ESL
PZ7.L43 Dir 2007

Wiles, Deborah. 
Each little bird that sings / Deborah Wiles ; [map drawn by Comfort Snowberger with assistance from Peach Shuggars]. , [Literature circle ed.] 
Curriculum Library - Juvenile Fiction
PZ7 .W6474 Ea 2006

Sobel, June. 
Shiver me letters : a pirate ABC / June Sobel ; illustrated by Henry Cole. 
Curriculum Library - Juvenile Fiction
PZ8.3.S692 Sh 2007

Wood, Audrey. 
Ten little fish / by Audrey Wood ; illustrated by Bruce Wood. 
Curriculum Library - Juvenile Fiction
PZ8.3.W848 Te 2004

Gödel, Kurt. 
Collected works / Kurt Gödel ; editors, Solomon Feferman ... [et al.]. 
Main Stacks
QA9 .G5313

Swedin, Eric Gottfrid. 
Electronic book
QA76.17 .S94 2005eb
Young, Christian C.  
Electronic book  
QH366.2 .Y68 2007eb

Rue, Nancy N.  
Beauty lab / by Nancy Rue.  
Curriculum Library - Juvenile Non-fiction  
RA777.25 .R84 2007

Sosin, Lisa.  
Web Resource  
RC552.E18 S6 2008

Bryant-Davis, Thema.  
Thriving in the wake of trauma [electronic resource] : a multicultural guide / Thema Bryant-Davis.  
Electronic book  
RC552.P67 B794 2005eb

Minigh, Jennifer L., 1971-  
Electronic book  
RC1210 .M495 2007eb

Densmore, Ann E.  
Helping children with autism become more social [electronic resource] : 76 ways to use narrative play / Ann E. Densmore ; foreword by Edward M. Hallowell ; foreword by Margaret Bauman ; drawings by Edgar Stewart and Zachary Newman.  
Electronic book  
RJ506.A9 D454 2007eb

Mongillo, John F.  
Electronic book  
T174.7 .M66 2007eb

Grant, H. Roger, 1943-  
Electronic book  
TF23 .G675 2005eb
Nocks, Lisa. 
Electronic book 
TJ211 .N63 2007eb

Broadnax, Samuel L. 
Electronic book 
TL539 .B75 2007eb

Maugeri, Leonardo, 1964- 
Electronic book 
TN870 .M339 2006eb

Folk heritage collections in crisis. 
Main Stacks 
TS2301.P3 F64 2001